
Dear Parents/Carers        December 2013 

Parking and Dropping-off at School 

The Springfield Leisure Centre car park is being redesigned. It will have a single point of entry, a 

separate exit, a one-way system and a pedestrian crossing into school. This is all part of the Corsham 

Campus Project. This will be a huge improvement on the existing car park. Dropping off and picking 

up youngsters should be much easier for car users. 

 

You will recall that the school road does not have the capacity for parents to drop off between 8.20 

and 8.40 in the mornings, nor pick up between 2.50 and 3.10.  

This is because when buses are on site, we struggle to maintain access for emergency vehicles. Extra 

cars simply cause blockages that are potentially extremely dangerous, buses can’t reach their 

allotted spaces causing difficulties. Most parents therefore use the Springfield car park to drop off or 

pick-up their youngsters. 

A small number of parents have agreements to drop-off at school to meet the needs of their 

children. The school needs to agree such arrangements so please contact us if this is the case. 

Improvements to the Springfield car park will inevitably mean restrictions and even closures during 

the construction phase. This will lead to inconvenience whilst dropping off students. We implore car 

drivers to behave responsibly at all times near the school, understanding that bad parking endangers 

children and causes frustration. We advise parents not to drop off at Springfield during construction.  



Please consider alternative drop-off places outlined below. 

 Leaving a couple of minutes earlier will allow youngsters the time to walk from a little 

further away 

 The upper end of Beechfield Road (far away from the fire station)  

 The Co-op car park by the Newlands Rd bus stops is good for dropping off and only a 2 

minute walk from school via a safe crossing.  

 Station Road near the cricket ground has a small school pull-in very close to the S block Field 

gate. You may find this a convenient alternative as the nearby Grove Rd and South St lead 

directly to a school gate and probably means less walking than Springfield.  

 Valley Road is also very close to the field gate near the skate park and another school gate 

by Cresswells. 

 Please do not consider The Tynings, it is not a good place to drop off as it involves turning 

around at the school gate at a time when buses are arriving. This causes both congestion 

and frustration for many. Paul Street is too narrow for any school drop off traffic with little 

room for turning and should not be used. 

 Please encourage car-share, walking and cycling as well as the use of public transport and 

school buses. These all help to reduce the negative aspects of cars. 

 

The map below highlights these alternatives, the green splashes show reasonable alternatives close 

to school gates, the red splashes are definitely not advisable. 

 



I hope you find this information useful. Please email me mchapman@corsham.wilts.sch.uk if you 

need any further information. 

Regards 

 

Marcus Chapman  

mailto:mchapman@corsham.wilts.sch.uk

